• Leapfrog in time
-Given E field, update H field 
And similar equations for other field components 
What about divergence constraints?
• It looks like they are ignored…
• But in fact they are satisfied exactly in a discrete sense 
Higher-Order Basis Functions
• SL: uniformly spaced Silvester-Lagrange interpolatory d.o.f.
• Spectral: non-uniform interpolatory d.o.f. 
Conditioning of Higher-Order Matrices
• Our finite element approach requires that we solve a large sparse linear system at every time step
• When using an iterative solver, the conditioning of this system is important 
Idea: Maximize sparsity by using using inexact integration, with different order in different directions 
Stability of Symplectic Integration
The generalized k th order Symplectic update method applied to the discrete Maxwell's equations can be written as a product of amplification matrices: 
